
CSCI S-Q 1998 - Lecture #14 - Randomized Algorithms
Introduction to Randomized Algorithms

A whirlwind tour of several interesting algorithms that 
employ randomness

• Terms and definitions

• Examples of randomized algorithms

• Examples of probabilistic algorithms

• The Monte Carlo method

• Skiplists - a randomized data structure

• How to achieve randomness 

• NST, NSTT

• Pseudo-random numbers
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Terms and Definitions
A randomized algorithm is an algorithm that contains 
some decision that is based on pure chance, not the 
inputs to the algorithm, or anything else in the 
environment in which the algorithm is executed.

Depending on the algorithm, this choice may determine:

How  the result is computed.

• This is called a randomized algorithm

What  the result of the computation is.

• This is called a probabilistic algorithm .

In the latter case, the algorithm may produce different 
results each time we run it.  In fact, it might be wrong 
each and every time.

It is possible to combine these ideas and have 
randomized probabilistic algorithms.

Note : quite often both types of algorithms are called 
randomized algorithms, and some people do not 
distinguish between them.  We will distinguish between 
them at times during this lecture, however, because the 
distinction is something that is important to remember.
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Examples of Randomized Algorithms
Randomized quicksort.

Choosing a pivot value randomly from the array is a very 
effective way to avoid the pitfalls of poor pivot choice.  
No adversary can make our quicksort slow, unless they 
know what random values we’ll pick.

Constructing binary search trees.

• We expect that a binary search tree constructed from 
randomly ordered keys will be reasonably "balanced".  
We also know that a binary search tree constructed from 
sorted data will be awful (unless we rebalance it).

• It also seems plausible (although nontrivial to prove) that 
if we have a sorted array and randomly permute it, it is 
very likely that a random permutation will "un-sort" it. 

Idea: randomly permute the order of the data before 
constructing the tree.

If the data was not sorted, it is unlikely that a 
random permutation will make it substantially 
more sorted (although it is possible that it might).

If the data was sorted, this random permutation is 
very likely to unsort it.

This idea of shuffling the data before doing an operation 
to it is called a Sherwood strategy, and can be quite 
useful in some contexts, such as network routing.
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Flipping Coins
Most randomized or probabilistic algorithms can be (and 
often are) stated in terms of coin tosses or flips.

A few definitions:

• A coin is a random number generator that 
produces a value 0..N each time it is tossed.

Usually N is 1 (as you might guess from your 
intuitions about ordinary coins) unless stated 
otherwise. 

• A coin is biased if it is more likely to produce one 
value than the other.

• If a coin is unbiased (all outcomes have equal 
probability) then the coin is called a fair coin.

• If the results of each coin toss do not depend on 
the results of prior coin tosses (or the results of 
tossing any other coin, in the past, present, or 
future), then each coin toss is said to be 
independent of the others.

We will always assume that our coin tosses are 
independent, unless stated otherwise. 
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A Three-Sided Coin
Assume that we have a fair, 2-sided coin, and we want 
to construct a fair 3-sided coin.  

A randomized approach:  Flip the fair coin twice.  The 
resulting value is 

= 0 if the results were 0, 0

= 1 if the results were 0, 1

= 2 if the results were 1, 0

if the coin flips were 1, 1 then repeat the process.

This method always gives a correct answer, but we 
don’t know how many times it will repeat.  If we are very 
unlucky, it could be a while...

A probabilistic approach: build long strings of bits, and 
have them represent large binary numbers. Divide the 
range of possible numbers into thirds, and return the 
one that the number that we randomly selects falls into.

This method is probabilistic - the answer is 
always going to be a little wrong.  The number of 
possible numbers will always be a power of 2, 
and no power of 2 is evenly divisible by 3.

We could combine the two approaches - using large 
numbers, but with one or two numbers omitted from the 
range, but that would generally require more coin tosses 
without making the algorithm any more correct.
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Constructing a Fair Coin
Let us now assume that we have a coin that we suspect 
might be biased, but we would prefer to have a fair coin.

We will assume that the result of each coin toss is 
independent: the result of each coin toss is not related 
to the results of any of the prior coin tosses.

How can we construct a fair coin from the unfair coin?

Despite the fact that the coin may be biased, if each 
toss is independent then there are still two events that 
have equal probability: flipping a 0 and then a 1, and 
flipping a 1 and then a 0.

Therefore, we can use the following procedure:

• Flip the unfair coin twice.

Return 0 if the results were 0, 1

Return 1 if the results were 1, 0

Otherwise, repeat the process.

If the coin is very biased, then this loop may repeat 
many times before we see 0, 1 or 1, 0.  Eventually, 
however, this loop will terminate, and the result will be 
fair.
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Constructing a Biased Coin
Now imagine that we have a fair coin, but wish to 
construct a biased coin.  Recall that a coin is biased if 
the probability of one outcome (such as heads) is 
different from another (such as tails).

Let us assume that the desired probability for heads is 
given by p = X/Y, where 0 < p < 1, and X, Y are both 
integers (i.e. p is a rational number between 0 and 1).

How can this be accomplished?

An ‘‘obvious’’ (but wrong ) method:

Many people try variations on the following 
theme - but any such approach is doomed.

Flip a fair coin Y-1 times, counting the number of 
heads.  If less than X, then return heads, 
otherwise return tails.

But this method does not work!  Try it for p = 1/3.

The possible outcomes are {00, 01, 10, 11}.  
Right away we know we’re in trouble, because 

there are 2Y-1 outcomes, and we can’t divide 
powers of 2 by anything other than powers of 2. 

There are also some probabilistic methods that can be 
used, but they may take a lot of work and will never give 
entirely correct results - so let’s stick to randomized 
algorithms.
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Constructing a Biased Coin (ctd)
An efficient method:

Let 2b equal the smallest power of two greater than or 
equal to Y.  Create a random binary number N by 
flipping the fair coin b times, and using each flip as a bit 
in the number (heads = 1, tails = 0).

If  N < X, then return heads.

Otherwise, if N < Y, then return tails.

Otherwise, repeat the process.

This may require several iterations, but the probability of 
termination after each iteration is at least 1/2.  
Therefore, the expected number of iterations is less than 
or equal to 2. 

Now we have seen how to construct a fair coin from an 
unfair coin, an unfair coin from a fair coin, and a coin 
with more than 2 sides.  Using these ideas, we can 
begin with a coin of unknown bias and construct almost 
whatever kind of coin we desire.  (What we have not 
shown is how to construct coins with irrational biases - a 
more complicated problem.)
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Why Use Probabilistic Algorithms?
Q:  Why would we ever want to use an algorithm that we 

know might give us the wrong answer?

A:  Because sometimes these algorithms are extremely 
fast and we can make the probability of error as 
small as we desire (although not zero).

We cannot reduce the probability of error to zero, but we 
can make it very unlikely that we get the wrong answer.  

If we cannot make the probability of getting the wrong 
answer very small, then we probably don’t want to use 
this algorithm.

Q:  Why would we ever want an algorithm that we know 
will always give us the wrong answer?

A:  Once again, speed is the main reason, and we can 
usually estimate a good bound on the "size" of 
the error, and we can reduce this estimated error 
until we can get an answer that’s close enough to 
the real, true value for practical purposes.

Similarly, if we cannot find a good estimate for the 
bounds on the error, then we probably don’t want to use 
this algorithm.
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Examples of Probabilistic Algorithms
Computer games

One everyday use of randomness is in games or as part 
of strategies.  Your video games would be quite boring if 
they did exactly the same thing every time you played 
them.

• From your point of view, chance is necessary to 
give the game some challenge.

• From the game’s point of view, chance is 
necessary to give it an opportunity to beat you.

Secret strategies

Submarines choose their routes randomly so that 
nobody (even the people who gave the orders to the 
submarine commander) can know where the submarine 
is - and even if you know where the sub is now, you do 
not know where it will go next.

Submarine hunters choose their routes randomly so that 
the submarines cannot predict where they will search.

The way to beat an intelligent adversary who knows 
your entire strategy is to use a randomized strategy.  
This is the same reason that randomized quicksort 
works well-- but the nature of the outcome is different.  If 
we choose the pivot badly in quicksort, the list will still 
be sorted when the algorithm terminates.  In these 
strategies, if we choose badly, we may fall into a trap!
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Probabilistic Primality Testing
Probabilistic primality testing

• The problem: given a number N, determine whether N is 
prime or composite.

A prime number is a positive integer whose only 
integer factors are 1 and itself.  A composite is a 
positive integer which is not prime (and therefore 
has integer factors other than 1 and itself).

The traditional solution: factor N to see whether it has 
factors other than 1 and itself.

• Unfortunately, no polynomial-time factoring 
algorithm is known (although the existence of fast 
algorithms has not been disproven).  Only 
exponential-time algorithms are known.

To test the primality of a 1,000-digit number by 
factoring would take ages to figure out on the 
fastest hardware.

Q:  Why would anyone care whether a number is prime?

A:  Primes are very useful for error-correcting codes and 
especially cryptographic codes.  For many years, 
large primes were classified Top Secret because 
they were so hard to find and so valuable!
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Miller-Rabin Primality Testing
The Miller-Rabin primality test (see Weiss section 10.4) 
changed the search for primes forever.  Now large 
primes are easy to find - and everyone can find as many 
as they like.

• The Miller-Rabin primality test runs in polynomial time 
and gives a very good probability of success (and you 
can choose the probability of error).

• If it claims that a number is composite, then the 
number is definitely not prime.

• If it claims that a number is prime, then it is very 
likely that the number is prime.  (It might not be, 
but you can make it as unlikely as you like.)

See Weiss for details.

• ‘‘Probabilistic’’ primes are now plentiful and free, which 
is a very good thing; they provide the basis for many 
strong and easily available encryption methods (see 
RSA, PGP, etc).
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Monte Carlo Methods
One widespread use of probabilistic algorithms is called 
the Monte Carlo method.  The Monte Carlo method 
attempts to estimate the probability of an event based 
on a set of random trials.

Example: Testing a coin for fairness

Flip the coin many times.  If it comes up heads 
about half of the time, it is probably fair, otherwise 
probably not.  

But we can never know for sure.

Flipping 100 heads in a row is possible (albeit 
very unlikely) with a fair coin - or even a coin that 
is biased towards tails!

Inferential statistics, in a nutshell:

If we take enough samples, the distribution (i.e. 
the probability of the coin) will probably be close 
to the true distribution.

We cannot be sure that the result will actually be close.  
It will probably be a good estimate, but not necessarily.
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Confidence Level and Margin of Error
Although we cannot know the answer with certainty, we 
can define a margin of error based upon a desired 
confidence level.  These are both related to the number 
of trials performed - more trials increase confidence 
level and/or decrease the margin of error.

"Based on my sample of n trials, I estimate the 
probability that the coin will come up heads is P 
at a confidence level of α and margin of error E."

How close and how confident?

A result from statistics, cited without proof:

E = margin of error

N = number of samples

z = a function of our desired level of confidence

Common Values of z:

Note: this only applies if N is reasonably large (> 30).

z confidence level

1.96 95%

2.58 99%

3.29 99.9%

E z
2 N
------------=
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Examples
If we flip a coin 100 times, what’s our margin of error at 
a 95% confidence level?

After flipping the coin 100 times we can be 95% sure 
that the true probability is with 10% of our estimate.  
(But not 100% sure! - we might have been very 
unlucky!)

The estimate +/- E is called the confidence interval .

With a little algebra, we can find the number of samples 
(N) that will suffice to give use to get whatever E we 
desire: 

E z
2 N
------------ 1.96

2 100
----------------- 1.96

20
----------- 0.098 0.1≈= = = =

N z
2E
------- 

  2
=
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Monte Carlo Integration
• Question:  What is the area covered by the blobs?  We 

know that the blobs lie entirely within the rectangle, and 
the rectangle has area XY, and we have some way to 
determine whether a given point lies within a blob or not.

• We don’t know (or need to know) anything else!

X

Y
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Monte Carlo Integration (continued)
Premise: ratio of area in the blobs to area of rectangle is 
approximately the same as the ratio of randomly 
selected points in the black box that fall inside the blobs 
vs. the number of randomly selected points.

N = number of points tested

M = number of points inside the blobs

M/N is our estimate of the ratio between the area of the 
blob area and the total area.

How good is our estimate?  Use the same method as 
before to find out-- we can find a confidence interval for 
the M/N, and therefore (X * Y * M)/ N.

X

Y
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Cryptographic Hashing
With most of the hash functions we’ve seen, given an 
integer X, it is easy to construct a string S such that 
HASH(S) = X.

In mathematical terms, we can invert the hash function.

• There exist hashing functions that are not tractable to 
invert.  These are called cryptographic hash  functions.

• Cryptographic hash functions are a particular kind of 
one-way functions.  A function is one-way if, given the 
value F(X), there is no way (short of exhaustive search 
of each possible X) to find X.

• Cryptographic functions are functions that are one-way 
unless you know some secret - but finding the secret is 
as hard as finding X.

• A cryptographic hash function is a one-way hash 
function.  It need not be possible to invert (i.e. there 
does not need to be a secret key), and in fact usually it 
is preferable for there not to be a secret key at all.

Much work has gone into the development of such 
functions.  MD5 and various other digital fingerprinting 
methods are widely available.
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Probabilistic Brown Envelopes 
If we have a cryptographic hashing function, we can use 
it to construct an efficient implementation of "brown 
envelopes" using a probabilistic approach.

• A brown envelope is a container that conceals its 
contents perfectly until it is opened.  

• Only the entity that sealed the envelope can unseal it - 
but the entity holding the envelope knows that what was 
revealed must be the contents of the envelope.

Metaphorically, the brown envelope is like a locked safe 
that contains a message.  Nobody can open the safe 
until the person who put the message in the safe 
decides to open the safe.  However, when the safe is 
opened, the person opening the safe cannot tamper 
with the message (perhaps because there are witnesses 
watching them very carefully).

Algorithm:

1. Alice chooses X (the message) and computes h(X).

2. Alice gives h(X) to Bob.  At this point, Bob has no clue 
what X is.

3. Some time later, Alice shows Bob a message Y that she 
claims is the same as X.

4. Bob computes h(Y) to verify this claim.  If h(X) == h(Y), 
then it is extremely likely that X == Y.  If h(X) != h(Y), 
however, then X is cannot be the same as Y.
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Alice and Bob Win the Lottery, Again
Let us imagine that Alice and Bob have won the lottery 
once again, but have decided not to use the method 
involving graph isomorphisms we saw two weeks ago to 
decide who gets the money.  Once again, however, they 
decide to flip a fair coin to see who will win.

Using the ideas of brown envelopes, a cryptographic 
hash function h(X) and fair coins, how can Alice and 
Bob reach agreement?

1. Alice chooses a large (~2100) binary number X by 
flipping her coin repeatedly and using each result as a 
bit.Alice does not reveal X to Bob yet.

2. Alice computes HX = h(X) and sends HX to Bob.  Bob 
cannot deduce X from HX.

3. Bob flips his fair coin to randomly choose "odd" or 
"even", and reveals his choice to Alice.

4. Alice reveals X.  Bob verifies that Alice is not cheating 
by checking that h(X) = HX.  If h(X) != HX, then Bob 
knows that Alice is attempting to cheat!

5. If X is odd and Bob called "odd" or even and Bob called 
"even, Bob wins.  Otherwise, Alice wins.

Like before, Bob must choose randomly and fairly, 
because otherwise Alice might be able to know his 
choice ahead of time, and select X accordingly!
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Alice and Bob (continued)
Note that we are assuming that it would be very, very 
hard for Alice to precompute a pair of numbers (one of 
them odd and one of them even) that hash to the same 
value.  However, since there is so much at stake here, 
perhaps she will invest (a wildly impractical amount of) 
time in finding one-- such a pair of numbers could be 
quite useful (although hard to use more than once, 
because Bob will catch on).

However, at worst we are fairly safe to assume that it is 
impossible to find such a pair quickly - so all that we 
must do is force Alice to act quickly.

How can this be prevented?

• Don’t let Alice pick the whole number - let Bob 
pick "part" of it.

• Don’t let Alice know what the hash function is 
ahead of time (but don’t let Bob know either).

Pick the cryptographic hash function randomly!

• Have Bob seal the results of his coin toss in a 
brown envelope before Alice reveals X.  (Now we 
are trusting that Bob hasn’t inverted the hash 
function either.)
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Skiplists - A Randomized Data Structure
Next, we’ll introduce a data structure that supports both 
searching and insertion in expected O(log N).  

Remember that binary search can be done in O(log N) 
time, but the cost of insertion into the array in sorted 
order is O(N).

This data structure relies on the existence of a random 
number generator.  

As we saw at the very start of the semester, a simple 
singly-linked list supports FIND in O(N) time and INSERT 
in O(1) time.

We can speed up FIND by keeping the list sorted, but 
this is not free:

• If we want to create a sorted list by a series of 
insertions, we need to FIND where each element 
belongs, and then INSERT the element.  Each 
FIND/INSERT step takes O(N) time.

• If we then want to search this sorted linked list, 
each FIND is again O(N).

We’re going to expand on the idea of the linked list, 
using the random number generator, so that our data 
structure provides an expected running time of O(log N) 
for both INSERT and FIND.
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Another Type of List
Imagine a linked list where each cell not only has a 

pointer to the next element in the list, but also every 2ith 

element has a pointer to the cell 2i elements ahead of it.  

To FIND key K in this data structure.

Let L = the level of the header (the number of pointers 
emanating from the header cell), and C = the header.

Loop:  

• If C != header and C contains K, then return C. 
(The header doesn’t contain a key.)

• For each pointer in C at a level less than or equal 
to L, starting at L and working down to level 1, 
check whether that pointer points to a cell with a 
value less than K.  If so, then set C to that cell, 
set L to the level of the pointer minus 1, and 
repeat this process.  Otherwise, return nil .

header

3
7

8
12

15
22

26
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Analysis of this Search
Searching this data structure is similar to performing a 
binary search on a sorted array.  It takes O(log N) time.

The analysis is done by examining L.  L starts at the 
level of the header, which is the log2 of N, the number of 
elements in the list.  At every cell we visit, we either find 
what we are looking for, or examine several pointers 
pointed to by the current cell.  The key is that we never 
examine more than L pointers, because every time we 
traverse a pointer (whether or not we choose to follow 
that pointer) we decrement L.  Therefore, this loop must 
terminate after examining at most O(L) operations, 
which is O(log N).

So, what’s the catch?

Unfortunately, creating and maintaining this data 
structure can require quite a bit of tedious work-- every 
INSERT or DELETE may require O(log N) pointer 
adjustments (and finding the pointers to adjust is 
somewhat tricky).

This data structure provides the nice O(log N) FIND, 
INSERT, and DELETE behavior provided by balanced 
binary search trees, but does not seem any simpler to 
implement.

Luckily, randomization will solve much of this problem.
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h

h

Skip Lists
• We define a level L node  to be a node that has L 

pointers, as in the example above.  The ith pointer in any 
level L node (L >= i) points to the next node with at least 
i levels.

• Approximately 1/(2i) nodes are at level i.  (About half are 
level 1 nodes, about 1/4 are level 2 nodes, etc.)

• When we insert, we allocate a new node for the 
element, randomly choosing the level of the node 
according to the above distribution.

One way to do this is to flip a fair coin until a head 
occurs and use the number of flips as the node level.

eader

3
7

12 18
21

25
29

eader

3
7

12 18
21

25
29

INSERT (20, at level 3)

20

*
*

*
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Analysis of Skip Lists
• Since the expected number of cells at each level is the 

same as the first (non-random) data structure, the total 
amount of work that is expected to be performed is 
unchanged.

• The INSERT and FIND operations have O(log N) expected 
costs.

There are some drawbacks to the skiplist approach, 
however.  The problem is that we need an estimate of 
the number of elements that will be in the list, so that the 
number of levels can be chosen properly.

• One ad-hoc solution is to make a reasonable 
guess and if the list grows too long, change the 
method of selecting the level of each new cell, 
making it less likely to be at a higher level.

• If an estimate is not available, we can either 
assume a large number (which could be 
inefficient for short lists) or grow the number of 
levels if our list gets too large.
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Generating Random Real Numbers - NST
We now turn our attention back to a more basic topic: 
how to create random real numbers in a given range.

Given a random number generator that generates 
random real numbers distributed uniformly in the range 
0 <= n < N, how can I get random real numbers in the 
range X..Y?

Select n, a random number in the range 0 <= n < N.

1. Normalize

Let r = n/(N - 1)    (0 <= r <= 1)

2. Scale

Let r = r * (Y - X)    (0 <= r <= (Y-X))

3. Translate

Let r = r + X (X <= r <= Y)
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Generating Random Integers - NSTT
Given a random number generator that generates 
integers distributed uniformly in the range 0..N-1, how 
can I get random integers distributed in the range X..Y?

Select n, a random number in the range 0 <= n < N.

1. Normalize

Let r = n/N     (0 <= r < 1)

(r is rational, not int)

2. Scale

Let r = r (1 + Y - X)  (0 <= r < (1+Y-X))

3. Truncate

Let r = the integer part of r. (0 <= r <= Y-X)

4. Translate

Let r = r + X (X <= r <= Y)

This method works well if N is much larger than Y - X, 
but not as well otherwise.

• Example:  N = 4, Y - X = 3.

Note that each value of n always maps to the same 
value r.  If we have 4 possible values for n, but only 3 for 
our output, then one of the numbers will get lucky...
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Pseudo-Random Numbers
So, assuming that we want to use randomization, how 
can we do this?

• Most computers do not have a source of truly random 
numbers.  Instead, they provide pseudo-random 
numbers.

• Pseudo-random numbers are not truly random, but are 
"convincingly" so:

Statistically, a good pseudo-random number generator 
is indistinguishable from a truly random number source.  
In fact, however, they are:

• Fully determined.

• Cyclic (at best).

• Some have annoying short-term behavior as well.
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Linear Congruential Generators
A linear congruential pseudo-random number generator 
is one of the most simple varieties.  Each random 
number generated is a linear function of the previous:

xi+1 = Axi mod M

A and M must be chosen with some care.

Properties:

• xi ranges from 1 to M-1 (cannot ever be 0).

• the sequence must repeat after M-1 values are 
seen (and may repeat after fewer).

• Each value seen only once (and anyone who 
sees xi and knows A and M can compute xi+1 for 
themselves) in each cycle (a very non-random 
property).

So what can we do?

• keep more state - instead of basing xi+1 entirely 
upon xi, base it upon several numbers. 

• reveal less of the state - keep this extra state 
hidden, so nobody can guess the next number 
based only on the previous.

See Knuth, "The Art of Computer Programming" for 
more info about this than you probably want to know.
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Truly Random Numbers...
• Must come from a truly random, unpredictable source.  

Luckily, nature provides these for us.

• Decay of particles.

• Diffusion.

• Rain drops.

• Snowflakes.

God does not play dice with the universe.

 - Albert Einstein

Not only does He play dice, but sometimes He throws 
them were they cannot be seen.

- Stephen Hawking
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	Examples of Randomized Algorithms
	Randomized quicksort.
	Choosing a pivot value randomly from the array is a very effective way to avoid the pitfalls of p...
	Constructing binary search trees.
	• We expect that a binary search tree constructed from randomly ordered keys will be reasonably "...
	• It also seems plausible (although nontrivial to prove) that if we have a sorted array and rando...
	Idea: randomly permute the order of the data before constructing the tree.
	If the data was not sorted, it is unlikely that a random permutation will make it substantially m...
	If the data was sorted, this random permutation is very likely to unsort it.
	This idea of shuffling the data before doing an operation to it is called a Sherwood strategy, an...


	Flipping Coins
	Most randomized or probabilistic algorithms can be (and often are) stated in terms of coin tosses...
	A few definitions:
	• A coin is a random number generator that produces a value 0..N each time it is tossed.

	Usually N is 1 (as you might guess from your intuitions about ordinary coins) unless stated other...
	• A coin is biased if it is more likely to produce one value than the other.
	• If a coin is unbiased (all outcomes have equal probability) then the coin is called a fair coin.
	• If the results of each coin toss do not depend on the results of prior coin tosses (or the resu...

	We will always assume that our coin tosses are independent, unless stated otherwise.

	A Three-Sided Coin
	Assume that we have a fair, 2-sided coin, and we want to construct a fair 3-sided coin.
	A randomized approach: Flip the fair coin twice. The resulting value is
	= 0 if the results were 0, 0
	= 1 if the results were 0, 1
	= 2 if the results were 1, 0

	if the coin flips were 1, 1 then repeat the process.
	This method always gives a correct answer, but we don’t know how many times it will repeat. If we...
	A probabilistic approach: build long strings of bits, and have them represent large binary number...

	This method is probabilistic - the answer is always going to be a little wrong. The number of pos...
	We could combine the two approaches - using large numbers, but with one or two numbers omitted fr...


	Constructing a Fair Coin
	Let us now assume that we have a coin that we suspect might be biased, but we would prefer to hav...
	We will assume that the result of each coin toss is independent: the result of each coin toss is ...
	How can we construct a fair coin from the unfair coin?
	Despite the fact that the coin may be biased, if each toss is independent then there are still tw...
	Therefore, we can use the following procedure:
	• Flip the unfair coin twice.
	Return 0 if the results were 0, 1
	Return 1 if the results were 1, 0
	Otherwise, repeat the process.


	If the coin is very biased, then this loop may repeat many times before we see 0, 1 or 1, 0. Even...

	Constructing a Biased Coin
	Now imagine that we have a fair coin, but wish to construct a biased coin. Recall that a coin is ...
	Let us assume that the desired probability for heads is given by p = X/Y, where 0 < p < 1, and X,...
	How can this be accomplished?
	An ‘‘obvious’’ (but wrong) method:
	Many people try variations on the following theme - but any such approach is doomed.

	Flip a fair coin Y-1 times, counting the number of heads. If less than X, then return heads, othe...
	But this method does not work! Try it for p = 1/3.
	The possible outcomes are {00, 01, 10, 11}. Right away we know we’re in trouble, because there ar...
	There are also some probabilistic methods that can be used, but they may take a lot of work and w...


	Constructing a Biased Coin (ctd)
	An efficient method:
	Let 2b equal the smallest power of two greater than or equal to Y. Create a random binary number ...
	If N < X, then return heads.
	Otherwise, if N < Y, then return tails.
	Otherwise, repeat the process.
	This may require several iterations, but the probability of termination after each iteration is a...
	Now we have seen how to construct a fair coin from an unfair coin, an unfair coin from a fair coi...


	Why Use Probabilistic Algorithms?
	Q: Why would we ever want to use an algorithm that we know might give us the wrong answer?
	A: Because sometimes these algorithms are extremely fast and we can make the probability of error...
	We cannot reduce the probability of error to zero, but we can make it very unlikely that we get t...
	If we cannot make the probability of getting the wrong answer very small, then we probably don’t ...
	Q: Why would we ever want an algorithm that we know will always give us the wrong answer?
	A: Once again, speed is the main reason, and we can usually estimate a good bound on the "size" o...

	Similarly, if we cannot find a good estimate for the bounds on the error, then we probably don’t ...

	Examples of Probabilistic Algorithms
	Computer games
	One everyday use of randomness is in games or as part of strategies. Your video games would be qu...
	• From your point of view, chance is necessary to give the game some challenge.
	• From the game’s point of view, chance is necessary to give it an opportunity to beat you.

	Secret strategies
	Submarines choose their routes randomly so that nobody (even the people who gave the orders to th...
	Submarine hunters choose their routes randomly so that the submarines cannot predict where they w...
	The way to beat an intelligent adversary who knows your entire strategy is to use a randomized st...

	Probabilistic Primality Testing
	Probabilistic primality testing
	• The problem: given a number N, determine whether N is prime or composite.
	A prime number is a positive integer whose only integer factors are 1 and itself. A composite is ...
	The traditional solution: factor N to see whether it has factors other than 1 and itself.
	• Unfortunately, no polynomial-time factoring algorithm is known (although the existence of fast ...


	To test the primality of a 1,000-digit number by factoring would take ages to figure out on the f...
	Q: Why would anyone care whether a number is prime?
	A: Primes are very useful for error-correcting codes and especially cryptographic codes. For many...


	Miller-Rabin Primality Testing
	The Miller-Rabin primality test (see Weiss section 10.4) changed the search for primes forever. N...
	• The Miller-Rabin primality test runs in polynomial time and gives a very good probability of su...
	• If it claims that a number is composite, then the number is definitely not prime.
	• If it claims that a number is prime, then it is very likely that the number is prime. (It might...

	See Weiss for details.
	• ‘‘Probabilistic’’ primes are now plentiful and free, which is a very good thing; they provide t...


	Monte Carlo Methods
	One widespread use of probabilistic algorithms is called the Monte Carlo method. The Monte Carlo ...
	Example: Testing a coin for fairness
	Flip the coin many times. If it comes up heads about half of the time, it is probably fair, other...
	But we can never know for sure.
	Flipping 100 heads in a row is possible (albeit very unlikely) with a fair coin - or even a coin ...
	Inferential statistics, in a nutshell:

	If we take enough samples, the distribution (i.e. the probability of the coin) will probably be c...
	We cannot be sure that the result will actually be close. It will probably be a good estimate, bu...


	Confidence Level and Margin of Error
	Although we cannot know the answer with certainty, we can define a margin of error based upon a d...
	"Based on my sample of n trials, I estimate the probability that the coin will come up heads is P...
	How close and how confident?
	A result from statistics, cited without proof:

	E = margin of error
	N = number of samples
	z = a function of our desired level of confidence
	Common Values of z:


	1.96
	95%
	2.58
	99%
	3.29
	99.9%
	Note: this only applies if N is reasonably large (> 30).

	Examples
	If we flip a coin 100 times, what’s our margin of error at a 95% confidence level?
	After flipping the coin 100 times we can be 95% sure that the true probability is with 10% of our...
	The estimate +/- E is called the confidence interval.
	With a little algebra, we can find the number of samples (N) that will suffice to give use to get...

	Monte Carlo Integration
	• Question: What is the area covered by the blobs? We know that the blobs lie entirely within the...
	• We don’t know (or need to know) anything else!

	Monte Carlo Integration (continued)
	Premise: ratio of area in the blobs to area of rectangle is approximately the same as the ratio o...
	N = number of points tested
	M = number of points inside the blobs
	M/N is our estimate of the ratio between the area of the blob area and the total area.
	How good is our estimate? Use the same method as before to find out-- we can find a confidence in...

	Cryptographic Hashing
	With most of the hash functions we’ve seen, given an integer X, it is easy to construct a string ...
	In mathematical terms, we can invert the hash function.
	• There exist hashing functions that are not tractable to invert. These are called cryptographic ...
	• Cryptographic hash functions are a particular kind of one-way functions. A function is one-way ...
	• Cryptographic functions are functions that are one-way unless you know some secret - but findin...
	• A cryptographic hash function is a one-way hash function. It need not be possible to invert (i....
	Much work has gone into the development of such functions. MD5 and various other digital fingerpr...

	Probabilistic Brown Envelopes
	If we have a cryptographic hashing function, we can use it to construct an efficient implementati...
	• A brown envelope is a container that conceals its contents perfectly until it is opened.
	• Only the entity that sealed the envelope can unseal it - but the entity holding the envelope kn...
	Metaphorically, the brown envelope is like a locked safe that contains a message. Nobody can open...
	Algorithm:
	1. Alice chooses X (the message) and computes h(X).
	2. Alice gives h(X) to Bob. At this point, Bob has no clue what X is.
	3. Some time later, Alice shows Bob a message Y that she claims is the same as X.
	4. Bob computes h(Y) to verify this claim. If h(X) == h(Y), then it is extremely likely that X ==...

	Alice and Bob Win the Lottery, Again
	Let us imagine that Alice and Bob have won the lottery once again, but have decided not to use th...
	Using the ideas of brown envelopes, a cryptographic hash function h(X) and fair coins, how can Al...
	1. Alice chooses a large (~2100) binary number X by flipping her coin repeatedly and using each r...
	2. Alice computes HX = h(X) and sends HX to Bob. Bob cannot deduce X from HX.
	3. Bob flips his fair coin to randomly choose "odd" or "even", and reveals his choice to Alice.
	4. Alice reveals X. Bob verifies that Alice is not cheating by checking that h(X) = HX. If h(X) !...
	5. If X is odd and Bob called "odd" or even and Bob called "even, Bob wins. Otherwise, Alice wins.
	Like before, Bob must choose randomly and fairly, because otherwise Alice might be able to know h...


	Alice and Bob (continued)
	Note that we are assuming that it would be very, very hard for Alice to precompute a pair of numb...
	However, at worst we are fairly safe to assume that it is impossible to find such a pair quickly ...
	How can this be prevented?
	• Don’t let Alice pick the whole number - let Bob pick "part" of it.
	• Don’t let Alice know what the hash function is ahead of time (but don’t let Bob know either).

	Pick the cryptographic hash function randomly!
	• Have Bob seal the results of his coin toss in a brown envelope before Alice reveals X. (Now we ...


	Skiplists - A Randomized Data Structure
	Next, we’ll introduce a data structure that supports both searching and insertion in expected O(l...
	Remember that binary search can be done in O(log N) time, but the cost of insertion into the arra...
	This data structure relies on the existence of a random number generator.
	As we saw at the very start of the semester, a simple singly-linked list supports Find in O(N) ti...
	We can speed up Find by keeping the list sorted, but this is not free:
	• If we want to create a sorted list by a series of insertions, we need to Find where each elemen...
	• If we then want to search this sorted linked list, each Find is again O(N).

	We’re going to expand on the idea of the linked list, using the random number generator, so that ...

	Another Type of List
	Imagine a linked list where each cell not only has a pointer to the next element in the list, but...
	To Find key K in this data structure.
	Let L = the level of the header (the number of pointers emanating from the header cell), and C = ...
	Loop:
	• If C != header and C contains K, then return C. (The header doesn’t contain a key.)
	• For each pointer in C at a level less than or equal to L, starting at L and working down to lev...


	Analysis of this Search
	Searching this data structure is similar to performing a binary search on a sorted array. It take...
	The analysis is done by examining L. L starts at the level of the header, which is the log2 of N,...
	So, what’s the catch?
	Unfortunately, creating and maintaining this data structure can require quite a bit of tedious wo...
	This data structure provides the nice O(log N) Find, Insert, and Delete behavior provided by bala...
	Luckily, randomization will solve much of this problem.

	Skip Lists
	• We define a level L node to be a node that has L pointers, as in the example above. The ith poi...
	• Approximately 1/(2i) nodes are at level i. (About half are level 1 nodes, about 1/4 are level 2...
	• When we insert, we allocate a new node for the element, randomly choosing the level of the node...
	One way to do this is to flip a fair coin until a head occurs and use the number of flips as the ...

	Analysis of Skip Lists
	• Since the expected number of cells at each level is the same as the first (non-random) data str...
	• The Insert and Find operations have O(log N) expected costs.
	There are some drawbacks to the skiplist approach, however. The problem is that we need an estima...
	• One ad-hoc solution is to make a reasonable guess and if the list grows too long, change the me...
	• If an estimate is not available, we can either assume a large number (which could be inefficien...


	Generating Random Real Numbers - NST
	We now turn our attention back to a more basic topic: how to create random real numbers in a give...
	Given a random number generator that generates random real numbers distributed uniformly in the r...
	Select n, a random number in the range 0 <= n < N.
	1. Normalize
	Let r = n/(N - 1) (0 <= r <= 1)
	2. Scale
	Let r = r * (Y - X) (0 <= r <= (Y-X))
	3. Translate
	Let r = r + X (X <= r <= Y)

	Generating Random Integers - NSTT
	Given a random number generator that generates integers distributed uniformly in the range 0..N-1...
	Select n, a random number in the range 0 <= n < N.
	1. Normalize
	Let r = n/N (0 <= r < 1)
	(r is rational, not int)

	2. Scale
	Let r = r (1 + Y - X) (0 <= r < (1+Y-X))
	3. Truncate
	Let r = the integer part of r. (0 <= r <= Y-X)
	4. Translate
	Let r = r + X (X <= r <= Y)
	This method works well if N is much larger than Y - X, but not as well otherwise.
	• Example: N = 4, Y - X = 3.

	Note that each value of n always maps to the same value r. If we have 4 possible values for n, bu...


	Pseudo-Random Numbers
	So, assuming that we want to use randomization, how can we do this?
	• Most computers do not have a source of truly random numbers. Instead, they provide pseudo-rando...
	• Pseudo-random numbers are not truly random, but are "convincingly" so:
	Statistically, a good pseudo-random number generator is indistinguishable from a truly random num...
	• Fully determined.
	• Cyclic (at best).
	• Some have annoying short-term behavior as well.


	Linear Congruential Generators
	A linear congruential pseudo-random number generator is one of the most simple varieties. Each ra...
	xi+1 = Axi mod M

	A and M must be chosen with some care.
	Properties:
	• xi ranges from 1 to M-1 (cannot ever be 0).
	• the sequence must repeat after M-1 values are seen (and may repeat after fewer).
	• Each value seen only once (and anyone who sees xi and knows A and M can compute xi+1 for themse...

	So what can we do?
	• keep more state - instead of basing xi+1 entirely upon xi, base it upon several numbers.
	• reveal less of the state - keep this extra state hidden, so nobody can guess the next number ba...

	See Knuth, "The Art of Computer Programming" for more info about this than you probably want to k...


	Truly Random Numbers...
	• Must come from a truly random, unpredictable source. Luckily, nature provides these for us.
	• Decay of particles.
	• Diffusion.
	• Rain drops.
	• Snowflakes.

	God does not play dice with the universe.
	- Albert Einstein
	Not only does He play dice, but sometimes He throws them were they cannot be seen.

	- Stephen Hawking


